Video Lending Library List

Sessions from the Annual Convention 1992 to present

Videos prior to 2006 may be converted to DVD

1992 - VHS unless noted
Collecting Red Wing Artware & Dinnerware by Tom Trulen & Robert Stapel (VHS & DVD)
Dinnerware/Artware ID Panel by Gary Antoline, Tom Trulen & Robert Stapel
Extinct Animals of Minnesota and North Dakota by Con & Sandy Short
Red Wing Spittoons & Cuspidors by Rich Cronemeyer
Stoneware ID Panel by Kent Williamson, Pat Hauke, & Bev Winchell
Tour of the Pottery by Sue Gillmer
Visits with Charles Murphy by Ron Linde, Mary & Otto Bang, & Darlene Dommel (VHS & DVD)
World of Miniatures by Chuck Drometer & Dale Erickson
Yellow Ware Revisited by Jack Vye

1993 - VHS unless noted
All About Auctions by Dick & Todd Houghton
Art Pottery & Dinnerware ID by Tom Trulen & Stan Bougie (VHS & DVD)
Collection of Art Pottery by Ray Reiss
Decorating with Red Wing Stoneware by Kathy Decker
Red Wing Commemoratives by Rich Cronemeyer
Shapes & Numbers on the Bottom of RW Art Pottery by Ron Linde
Stoneware ID Panel by Dave Hallstrom, Chuck Drometer, and Pat & Paul Hauke
Uncovering the RW Dump by Steve & Phyllis Showers

1994 - VHS unless noted
Collecting Red Wing Art Pottery by Ray Reiss
Dinnerware & Artware ID by Len Lindstrom and Dave & Ardelle Johnson
ID Panel by Dave Hallstrom, and Pat & Paul Hauke
Insuring Your Collection by Dale Erickson
Interview with Charles Murphy by Ron Linde
Less is More – Red Wing Mini Jugs by Larry & Larry Peterson
Repairing and Reproduction by Chuck Drometer
Red Wing Commemoratives by Rich Cronemeyer
Red Wing in Canada by Gary & Deb Noto (VHS & DVD)
Red Wing Paper Items by Dan DePasquale

1995 - VHS unless noted
Advertising Jugs by Larry & Larry Peterson (VHS & DVD)
The Bottle Stoneware Collection by Steve Ketchum
Collecting Red Wing Cookie Jars by Len Lindstrom & Kent Williamson
Dinnerware Knowledge for the Collector by Cliff Ekdahl (VHS & DVD)
Making Sense of Shape Numbers on Red Wing Pottery by Ron Linde
Red Wing Reproduction by Chuck Drometer
Red Wing/What Cheer Potter, Johnnie Nelson by Corrinne Reed

1996 Not Available
1997 Not Available
1998  Not Available

1999  -  VHS unless noted
Advertising Red Wing Stoneware by Dave Kuffel (VHS & DVD)
Art Pottery New Pictures by Ray Reiss
Basic Terminology For Beginners by Con Short
Beginning Collections of Art Pottery by Tom Trulen
Categorizing Red Wing Oddities by Steve Brown
Collecting By Color by Deanna Juergens
Designer Ernest Sohn by Ron Linde
Dinnerware Identification by Curt Johnson (VHS & DVD)
Lids – The Finishing Touch by Con Short
Persistence Pays Off by Al Kohlman (VHS & DVD)
Red Wing Art Pottery Animals by Jennifer Keding
Salt Glaze Identification by Dave Short (VHS & DVD)
Stoneware, A National Overview by Mark Cellotti

2000  -  VHS unless noted
Advertising Stoneware by Dave Kuffel (VHS & DVD)
Brushware: The Marked & Unmarked by Bob Cox
Collecting by Color – Part III by Deanna Juergens
Fondoso Dinnerware – Beginning a Collection by Monica Keding (VHS & DVD)
Investing in RW/Managing Your Collection by Byron Gunderson & Larry Peterson
Red Wing Memorabilia by Bob Bremer & Dave Hallstrom
Red Wing Mini Jugs by Chris Osterholz
Red Wing Stoneware Pitchers by Gail Peck
RumRill Glazes by Ron Linde
Stoneware 101 by Chuck French
The Stoneware Dumps of Red Wing by Dennis Nygaard
Eva Zeisel – Keynote Speaker (VHS & DVD)
Eva Zeisel – Questions & Answers

2001  -  VHS unless noted
Memories of the Pottery by Edmund Alpers
Extinct Animals of MN & ND by Con Short
On the Trail of the Gypsy-Plain & Reed by Marilyn & Terry Moe
Salt Glaze-The Best of the Best by Keynote Speaker Dave Short (VHS & DVD)
Red Wing Bowl-er-ama by Chuck Hanson
Canadian Stoneware by Ron Linde (VHS & DVD)
Exploring Red Wing Bean Pots by Kent Williamson
Western Stoneware by Art Holliday
Buying on E-bay by Don Meyers (VHS & DVD)
Sherwood Brothers Pottery by Dennis Nygaard & Marv Juel
Jugs That Quack by Steve Ketchum
Decorating with Art Pottery by Deanna Juergens
Investing in Red Wing-Part 2 by Larry Peterson & Byron Gunderson

2002  -  VHS unless noted
Becker Advertising and a Child's Memories by Mike Back
Collecting According to Kuf by Dave Kuffel (VHS & DVD)
Coffee Anyone? By Tracy Callaghan-Kuffel
Developing a Goal-Protest & Preserve by Peterson and Gunderson
Early Memories of the Potteries by Helen Bell
George RumRill: Schemer-Scoundrel-Thief by Byron Gunderson
Keynote Address - Walk Down Memory Lane
Murphy Designs at RW Potteries by Ron Linde
Pacific NW Advertising on RW Stoneware by Steve Muelich
Pre 1950's Cookie Jars by Kent Williamson
Recent Dump Finds by Steve Showers and Dennis Nygaard
Red Wing Art Pottery Lamps by Jan Pinkert
What Do You Do With Your RW by Bonnie Myers

2003 - VHS only
Canning Jars by Art Holiday
Coffee Anyone? By Tracy Callaghan Kuffel
Collecting Red Wing Art Pottery by Deanna Juergens
Mini-Jugs - the Miniature Clay Giants by Dick Fastenau
Managing Your Collection into Maturity by Gunderson & Peterson
Memories of a Potter’s Daughter by Helen Bell
Red Wing Sewer Pipe by Wally Armstrong
Schleich Red Wing Pottery Collection Keynote by Steve & Rose Splittgerber
Overview of Red Wing Dinnerware # 1 by Larry Roschen & Terry Moe
Overview of Red Wing Dinnerware # 2 by Larry Roschen & Terry Moe
Porcelain & Pottery Restoration by Avis Tomazevic & Dan Dirnbauer
Putting Together a Convention Display by Ron Linde
White Pottery - Utica, New York by Jill Holmes

2004 - VHS Only
Fall & Winter Dump Finds 2003-2004 by Steve Showers
Fort Dodge & the Ties with Western & RW by Greg Steffens
Keynote Speaker by Ray Reiss
Kids View 1
Kids View 2
Kids View 3
New Finds in the RW Stoneware Dump By Dennis Nygaard
Red Wing 101 by Paul Wichert, Carl & Linda Schessler
Red Wing Animals by Ron Linde
Red Wing Jardinières – Session I by Mike Orgler
Red Wing Jardinières – Session II by Mike Orgler
Reflections by Stan Bougie
Unlocking the Potential of Your Collection By Byron Gunderson & Larry Peterson

2005 - VHS unless noted
An Overview of Red Wing Dinnerware - Part 1 By Terry Moe, Larry Roschen, and John Sagat - (VHS & DVD)
An Overview of Red Wing Dinnerware - Part 2 By Terry Moe, Larry Roschen, and John Sagat - (VHS & DVD)
Chat with Designer Charles Murphy - (VHS & DVD)
KIDS VIEW

Exotic Animals of Minn. & ND By Con and Sandy Short
Identification of North American Stoneware &Pottery ID By Mark Cellotti (VHS & DVD)
Belle Kogan – Her Life, Career, and designs for Red Wing By Bernie Banet (VHS & DVD)
Pre-1950’s Red Wing Cookie Jars By Kent Williamson
Red Wing Mini Jugs Past, Present, Future By Terry Speedy
Stoneware Miniatures of New Brighton, PA By Dennis Nygaard
The Art of the Potter By Rick Lamore
The History of RWCS Commemoratives 2005 Keynote Address
Weller Pottery By Marie and Mark Latta
What is the Goodhue County History Center By Char Henn
What’s happening at your Museum By Ron Linde & Members of Foundation BOD

2006 - VHS and DVD
Keynote Speaker By Tom Braun
Dinnerware: by Terry & Marilyn Moe
Dos and Don'ts of Red Wing Dinnerware By Dennis Cayler & Sally Pavlak
Latest Red Wing Dump Finds By Steve Showers
Pottery Design and Creation By Ephraim Potters
Red Wing 102 By Paul Wichert & Linda Krueger
Red Wing Foundation By Ron Linde, et al
Recent Finds & Discoveries in the Red Wing Dump By Dennis Nygaard & Austin Fjerestad

2007- VHS and DVD
Keynote Speaker Dustin Winterowd on the Kiln Clean up
L3DG3R by Dave Kuffel on the recently discovered Red Wing Pottery Ledger Book
Village Green Dinnerware by Terry Moe and Larry Roschen
Salt-Glazed Red Wing by Rick Natynski
Safely Displaying the Legacy by Bruce Selfridge

2008 (DVD Only)
Keynote Speaker: The Pottery Park by Brian Peterson, City of Red Wing Collectors Society
Last Red Wing Production Dinnerware, Ebb Tide by Dennis Cayler
KidsView
Recent Finds & Discoveries in the RW Dump by Dennis Nygaard and Austin Fjerestad
Red Wing Advertising Mugs by Chris Osterholz
Red Wing Pottery District, Then and Now by Leanne Knott

2009 (DVD Only)
Keynote Speaker: “Tales of the Road” by author Cathy Wurzer
Dinnerware Overview I & II, 1941-1967 by Terry Moe & Larry Roschen
Gypsy Trail A to Z, I & II by Terry Moe & Larry Roschen

2010 (DVD Only)
Keynote Speaker: Jerry Mewhorter, former plant manager at Red Wing Potteries
Dinnerware Paper Production & Advertising by Terry Moe & Larry Roschen
Stoneware Fakes by Larry Birks

2011 (DVD Only)
Keynote Speaker Dr. Ronald Schirmer, primitive Red Wing and Minnesota Pottery
Finding Red Wing through the Media by Ruth Nerhaugen
Salt Glaze Production by Bob Downs
Dinnerware Paper Products & Advertising Part 2 by Terry Moe and Larry Roschen
Recollections of Working at the Pottery by Hannes Kuehn, mold maker
New Brighton, PA Pottery by Dennis Nygaard
Red Wing’s Casual Dinnerware Line by Terry Moe and Larry Roschen

2012 (DVD Only)
Keynote Speaker Hannes Kuehn, Recollections of Working at the Potteries
2012 Commemorative Production –Chormoline Vase by Melissa Schrock, Maple City Pottery
Dinnerware Mysteries & Reproductions Part 1 & 2 by Terry Moe and Larry Roschen
The Potters & Pottery of New Ulm by Mark Cellotti
Discoveries from Pottery Road by Dennis Nygaard

2013 (DVD Only)
Keynote Speaker Red Wing Dump Digger Forum: Dennis Nygaard, Steve Showers, Paul Boudin and Connie Mathison.
Red Wing Painter Mary Lou Ista
History of Moingona Pottery by Mark Wiseman
Discoveries from Pottery Road by Dennis Nygaard
Life in the Pits by Char Henn

2014 (DVD Only)
Keynote: Pottery Museum of Red Wing
True China Line: Recent Dinnerware Updates by Terry Moe and Larry Roschen
2014 Commemorative Production by Adam Johnson and Bill Israel
The Sea Wing Disaster Tragedy on Lake Pepin by Fred Johnson
Collecting Zinc Glaze by Larry Peterson and Steve Poeschl
2015 (DVD Only)
Duotone Line & Recent Dinnerware Update by Larry Roschen and Terry Moe
Pottery Museum of Red Wing “The Archive” by Michelle Weisen
Red Wing Saffronware by Brett Mischke
Historic Potteries of Central Iowa by Mark Wiseman